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Abstract
Detecting change through multi-image, multi-date remote sensing is essential to developing and understanding
of global conditions. Despite recent advancements in remote sensing realized through deep learning, novel methods
for accurate multi-image change detection remain unrealized. Recently, several promising methods have been proposed to address this topic, but a paucity of publicly available data limits the methods that can be assessed. In particular, there exists limited work on categorizing the nature
and status of change across an observation period.
This paper introduces the first labeled dataset available
for such a task. We present an open-source change detection
dataset, termed QFabric, with 450,000 change polygons annotated across 504 locations in 100 different cities covering
a wide range of geographies and urban fabrics. QFabric
is a temporal multi-task dataset with 6 change types and
9 change status classes. The geography and environment
metadata around each polygon provides context that can be
leveraged to build robust deep neural networks. We apply
multiple benchmarks on our dataset for change detection,
change type and status classification tasks. Project page:
https://sagarverma.github.io/qfabric

1. Introduction
In order to address many of humanity’s biggest challenges it is imperative that we develop a thorough understanding of our planet and how it is evolving. Yet, there
exist few sources for reliable, timely data on how the earth
is changing and the impact humans are having on it. Without appropriate methods for monitoring and evaluation, it is
incredibly difficult to measure the anthropogenic impact of
an increasing global population.
Satellite data and geospatial machine learning offer an
unparalleled source of objective global-scale data. The past
decade has seen a near eight-fold increase in the number of
earth observation satellites deployed to orbit. This increase
represents a paradigm shift in the availability of satellite
data and thus its potential in downstream applications. With

imagery now available for nearly every place on earth on a
daily basis, researchers can now rely on satellites as a source
for time-series data on natural and man-made changes. The
ability to model earth’s land use and land cover (LULC),
and how it is changing due to human activities and natural
phenomena, would have manifold implications on the study
of climate change, economic development and anthropology. Further, it would serve as a valuable tool to improve
decision making in human aid and disaster relief efforts and
provide critical insights into a variety of topics such as sustainable development and urban sprawl, water and air contamination levels, and illegal construction.
Yet, despite significant advances in machine vision over
the past few years, geospatial change detection remains a
challenging problem. Traditional methods, summarised in a
survey by Radke et al.[24], use handcrafted techniques that
heavily rely on environment dependent pre-processing and
post-processing, making them ill-suited for large scale evaluation. Further, the accuracy that existing change detection
methods demonstrate is heavily influenced by registration
errors [30] and illumination changes [23] that do not correspond to true semantic changes. Such constraints limit their
potential for use in operational settings.
Recently, a variety of change detection techniques have
been proposed that cite advances in deep learning-based
change detection methods from different fields [23, 32,
9, 10]. Yet a paucity of available training data hampers
progress in this domain. Several change detection datasets
have been introduced. Benedeck and Szirnyi [2] created
the Aerial Change dataset which contain about 8 million
labeled pixels, divided into three regions. Daudt et al. created the OSCD [9] dataset from Sentinel-2 multispectral images, with a total of about 9 million labelled pixels. Papadomanolaki et al. [23] extended this dataset from bidate to multi-date to address problems associated with seasonal changes. High Resolution Semantic Change Detection (HRSCD) dataset [4] is the one of the largest change
detection dataset. xBD [17] is a dataset for assessing building damages after disaster. SpaceNet [13] released a 24
month building tracking dataset [14].
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Figure 1. Sample polygons from QFabric showing different change type, change status on different dates, neighborhood label(s),
and geography label(s). Latitude-longitude of the change polygon is shown along with city name. First row shows construction of a
residential property in suburban area of New York, USA. Second row shows a commercial building in an industrial region which used to
be farm lands of a fast growing second tier city in China. Third row shows an industrial construction in desert of Doha, Qatar which went
from rural barren desert to a sparse urban area in a time period of 5 years. Fourth row shows construction of a road crossing a river in farm
lands of rural China. Fifth row shows special case of urban change, demolition of a farm storage in the fast growing city Changzhou in
China. Last row shows construction of a power grid unit which comes under mega project type.
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2. Related Work
Change detection has a long history, being one of the
early problems tackled in remote sensing image understanding [29]. It is done using coregistered image pairs or sequences, and consists of identifying areas in the images that
have experienced significant modifications between the acquisitions. Many of the state-of-the-art methods for pattern
recognition have been used for change detection in the past,
from pixel-level comparison of images to superpixel segmentation, object-level image analysis, and image descriptors [18]. Traditional methods, summarised in surveys such
as [24], use handcrafted techniques which are applied to images that cover large areas. Change detection is a non-trivial
problem as the accuracy of a method is highly influenced by
registration errors [30] and illumination changes that do not
really correspond to semantic changes.
Recently, with the advancements in deep learning-based
methods in different fields, a variety of change detection
techniques have been proposed. In particular, in [21] a deep
patch based architecture is proposed where bi-temporal
patches are processed in parallel by a series of dilated convolutional layers generating features which are then fed to
a recurrent sub-network to learn sequential information. In
the end, fully connected layers are used to create the change
prediction map. Although patch-based techniques produce
promising results, they are time-consuming since they need
to process every single pixel of the image individually. Most
methods use transfer learning to overcome the problem of
scarcity of training data through transfer learning by using
pretrained networks to generate pixel descriptors [28, 1, 12].
Recently, Daudt et al. [10] suggested three different fullyconvolutional Siamese networks based on the U-Net architecture [25] aiming to address this problem and detect accurately the regions with changes. However, this approach

is lacking the appropriate modeling of data’s temporal pattern. Several other methods that use CNN in Siamese settings are [33, 10, 9, 7, 16]. Papadomanolaki et al. [23]
proposed a convolutional LSTM based approach that takes
in five dates to detect changes in first and last date’s images.
This method is resilient to seasonal changes, cloud covers
and shadows. Daudt et al. [5] proposed a weakly supervised
change detection method using guided anisotropic diffusion
and iterative learning. [6] proposed a siamese-twins-based
spatial-temporal attention network.
OSCD [9] dataset is a bi-date change detection dataset
comprising of 24 Sentinel-2 image pairs of two dates from
24 different cities, mostly European. Seasonal change,
cloud cover and shadows are present in some of the images. In total there are 1769 change polygons. Papadomanolaki et al. [23] extended OSCD dataset to 5 dates
by introducing three intermediate dates. They show that
by having more dates their proposed method is resilient
to false positives occurring due to seasonal changes, cloud
covers and shadows. LEVIR-CD [6] is a large-scale remote
sensing building change detection dataset. LEVIR-CD consists of 637 very high resolution Google Earth image patch
pairs with a size of 1024 × 1024. These bitemporal images
with time span of 5 to 14 years have significant land-use
changes, especially the construction growth. LEVIR-CD
covers various types of buildings, such as villa residences,
tall apartments, small garages and large warehouses. Building change status from soil/grass/hardened ground to under construction to new build-up regions is monitored but
only change and no-change labels are available. In total the
dataset comprises of 31,333 individual change building instances. Optical Aerial Image dataset [2] are image pairs
provided by Hungarian Institute of Geodesy Cartography &
Remote Sensing and Google Earth. This dataset contains
images taken in 2000 and 2005. Dataset part 1 consists

seven image pairs covering 9.5km-square areas at 1.5 meter/pixel resolution. One image pair is used for training and
six are used for validation. Dataset part 2 consists of five
image pairs from 2000 and 2007 covering 6.8 km-square
area. Dataset part 3 consist of images taken from 1984 and
2007 from Google Earth. There is a huge resolution and exposure difference between these image pairs. HRSCD [11]
contains 291 coregistered image pairs of RGB aerial images
from IGS’s BD ORTHO database. Pixel-level change and
land cover annotations are provided, generated by rasterizing Urban Atlas 2006, Urban Atlas 2012, and Urban Atlas
2006-2012 maps. 50cm resolution images are present in the
dataset. Change and no-change labels are available along
with six land cover classes for pixel level LULC. SpaceNet7
[14] is a open source dataset consisting of Planet satellite
imagery at 4 meter pixel resolution. There are 24 images per
month for 2 years covering 100 unique geographies. The
dataset comprises over 40,000 square kilometers of imagery
and exhaustive polygon labels of building footprints in the
imagery, totalling over 10 million individual annotations.

3. Dataset Creation
In this section we describe the QFabric dataset in detail,
including the categorisation, dates selection, and location
selection criteria. We also elucidate our crowd-sourcing and
annotation quality review process. Further, show relevant
statistics about the dataset that describe the diversity, scale,
and depth of the imagery.
QFabric contains imagery from 100 different cities collected by Maxar’s WorldView-2 Satellite between January
2014 and July 2020. We select 504 different locations from
these 100 different cities maximizing dataset coverage of
all geographic and urban types. For each of these 504 locations, we sample satelite images for five different dates
such that duration between two consecutive date pairs are
almost equal. An attempt was made to introduce different
months to capture seasonal patterns and have different seasons present on different dates for each location. Image selection was further restricted to images with no more than
5% cloud cover.

3.1. Processing
Multi-view satellite imagery datasets are distinct from
related natural image datasets in a number of interesting
ways. First, as look angle increases in satellite imagery,
the native resolution of the image decreases because greater
distortion is required to project the image onto a flat grid.
Second, each view contains images with multiple spectral bands. For our baseline, we used 3-channel images
(RGB:red, green, blue), but also examined the contributions of the near-infrared (NIR) channel. These images
were enhanced with a separate, higher resolution panchromatic (grayscale) channel to double the original resolution

of the multispectral imagery (i.e., ”pan-sharpened”). Each
location is a tile of size 8192 × 8192 with a resolution
of 0.45m × 0.45m ground sample distance. The 16-bit
pan-sharpened RGB-NIR pixel intensities were truncated at
3000 and then rescaled to an 8-bit range.

3.2. Annotations
Annotation is done in two stages. A team of 20 annotators are involved in annotation process. In the first stage,
each location is assigned to an annotator to annotate all
change polygons present in that location from first and last
date images. In the second stage, each annotated polygon
is used to crop out images from five date images. A buffer
was introduced around the region-of-interest to ensure that
annotators had a perspective on the surroundings, enabling
them to annotate change type, change status, geographic
type and urban type.
Quality control played an essential role in developing a
rich multi-label dataset with complex and irregular polygons. At each stage of annotation, quality control processes
were adapted to ensure that our annotations are consistent
and valid. In the first stage of change polygons annotations,
the quality reviewers selected 5 random 1024 × 1024 nonoverlapping locations from a 8192 × 8192 location image
and checked for wrong or missing annotations. The expert
then calculated accuracy based on this location and communicated the accuracy back to the annotator along with
detailed feedback. We observe that this strategy improves
individual annotator’s accuracy quickly and we were able
to get consistent and valid annotations with minimal iteration. In the second stage of labelling each change polygons,
the expert randomly selected 30 images per class out of all
the annotations done in a single day by an annotator. In total
we have 31 class labels across four label types. The expert
then checked whether these 30 images of a class are consistent and correct. Accuracy is calculated based on how many
images are consistent and how many of them are not. This
is communicated back to the annotator along with detailed
feedback. If the accuracy is below 80% then all annotations
of the annotator is discarded for that day and re-annotated.
All change polygons are provided in standard coordinate reference system, using the World Geodetic System
1984 (WGS 84) [WGS84] datum, with longitude and latitude units of decimal degrees. All change polygons for a
single location along with associated four label types is embedded as GeoJSON [3]. For each change polygon we also
provide neighborhood region bounding-box.

3.3. Dataset statistics
Our dataset labels comprises a broad distribution of
change polygon sizes, as shown in Figure 2A. Compared to
natural image datasets, our dataset more heavily emphasizes
on small objects, with majority of objects less that 12,000
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Figure 2. QFabric statistics. Figure A shows number of polygons vs area of polygons, majority of polygons have small area as most of the
polygons represent residential and commercial buildings. Some polygons are exceptionally large belonging to large industrial and mega
project classes. Figure B shows distribution of tiles vs polygons per tile. Most of the tiles have less than 1500 polygons. Few tiles have
large number of polygons as they belong to fast developing cities where lots of construction has been recorded. Figure C and D shows
number of polygons per change type and change status classes, respectively. Figure E and F show number of cities per urban and geography
classes, respectively. Figure G show the number of polygons for all combinations of change type - change status.

pixels in area, or 120 pixels across. Figure 2B shows number of tiles vs number of change polygons per tile. This distribution tells us that certain tiles of some cities have fewer
number of change polygons, such cities are densely populated and are mostly developed metropolis. Such sparse
changes in a densely populated area are particularly difficult to detect using current methods.
For multi-class classification it is important to under-

stand the distribution of classes, specially in the case of
imbalanced classes. Figure 2C and 2D show number of
samples per class for change type labels and change status labels. In case of change type labels, we can see that
we have very few samples for Mega Projects class because
there are fewer large-scale construction projects across our
selected locations when compared to Residential and Commercial construction projects. This imbalance can be prob-

lematic while training a change type classifier network, but
Mega Projects have distinct visual cues which should mitigate the relative imbalance and allow network to differentiate them with ease. In Figure 2D, it can be observed that
all change type classes have enough samples and the distribution is not imbalanced. This is because our dataset has
five dates spread across 5-6 years and therefore we are able
to capture all types of change status across multiple dates
and tiles. Figure 2G shows distribution of change type and
corresponding status. There are few Mega Projects that are
fully realized within a 5-6 year observation window, and, as
such, Mega Projects and Operational has least number of
samples in our dataset.
We also provide geography and urban type statistics for
100 cities in the proposed dataset. Figure 2E shows urban type class distribution. The proposed dataset has fewer
cities with urban slums when compared to sparse and dense
urban classes. This reflects lower construction activity that
is, perhaps, due to the relative lack of growth and high population density in slums. We observe that most of the cities
where construction is happening in slums is when large
blocks are demolished to build new commercial, residential
or industrial complexes. We believe such examples could be
quite useful in capturing not only slum-to-urban trends and
poverty uplifting events but also pernicious gentrification.

4. Experiments
We split dataset into training, validation and test sets
70 : 20 : 10 by randomly selecting cities. For all our experiments we use RGB bands. Patches of size 512 × 512
are used by taking a striding window with stride size 512.
RGB bands are scaled between 0 − 255 and represented as
an 8-bit raster file. For each city grid 6 different masks files
are generated. One mask file represents change type label
in the change polygons, five other masks files are used to
represent the change status of polygons in each date. 90
degree rotations, X and Y flips, imagery zooming of up to
25%, and linear brightness adjustments of up to 50% are applied randomly to training images. We consider four tasks,
change detection, change type classification, change status
tracking and neighborhood classification.
PyTorch is employed to implement all networks. In order to manage our experiments we use Polyaxon on a Kubernetes cluster and use three computing nodes with eight
V100 GPU each.

4.1. Change detection
In change detection task, the goal is to find change polygon from images. We consider two image inputs, bi-date
where first date and last date image pairs are input to the
network and multi-date where we use all five dates as input
to the networks. Based on these input we have two different types of networks, bi-date and multi-date networks.

Bi-date networks are Siamese version of existing fully connected segmentation networks. FC-Siam-Conc [10], FCSiam-Diff [10], FC-EF[10], BiDate-UNet [23] and BiDateXDXDUNet are used with date pairs as input. For multidate input we benchmark using MTLCC [27], LSTM-UNet
[23], and MultiDate-XdXdUNet.
Due to the class imbalance of the training data - only 2̃%
of the pixels in the training set correspond to buildings. Segmentation models trained with binary cross-entropy (BCE)
loss failed to identify building pixels, a problem solved previously for overhead imagery segmentation models [19].
For the semantic segmentation models, we therefore utilized a hybrid loss function that combines the binary cross
entropy and intersection over union (IoU) loss with a weight
factor α.
L = αLBCE + (1 − α)LI≀U

(1)

α = 0.25 is used in the loss function to train all change
detection networks.
FC-Siam-Conc, FC-SIam-Diff, FC-EF models are
trained using Adam optimizer. Initial learning rate is set
to 1e − 3. The model is trained for 150 epochs, and learning rate is decreased by a factor of 0.5 when validation loss
failed to improve for 5 epochs. Model training was halted
when validation loss failed to improve for 10 epochs.
XdXdUNet is one of the winning solutions from the
SpaceNet4 off-nadir challenge. It is a UNet with VGG16
encoder. We modify XdXdUNet by making a Siamese encoder with shared parameters. Similar to XdXdUNet, we
also use VGG19 pretrained on ImageNet for the encoder.
We fine-tune the BiDate-XdXdUNet on our dataset. Adam
optimizer is used with learning rate of 1e − 4. The model
is trained for 150 epochs, and learning rate is decreased by
a factor of 0.5 when validation loss failed to improve for 8
epochs. Epoch break off is done when minimum learning
rate of 5e − 5 is reached. Model training is halted when
validation loss failed to improve for 10 epochs.
MTLCC [27] uses multi-temporal input to do land-use
land-cover pixel-wise classification. Similar to the original network, we give five dates in sequence and reverse to
the network as input and train it with the segmentation loss.
Input patch size is kept at 512 × 512. We use ConvGRU instead of ConvLSTM to allow for larger batch size. We use a
batch size of 32. Bidirectional ConvGRU cells size is kept
at 256. We use Adam optimizer with learning rate of 1e − 3
and train the network for 150 epochs. Training was stopped
when validation loss failed to improve for 10 epochs. Similar training configuration is used for both LSTM -UNet and
MultiDate-XdXdUNet.
Table 2 shows results obtained by different methods for
binary change detection task. We observe that MultiDateXdXdUNet performs best overall and BiDate-XdXdUNet
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Table 2. Binary change detection result using different methods.
Metrics used are described in [22].
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4.2. Change type classification
4.3. Change status tracking
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Table 4. Change status classification into 9 classes using different
networks.

Table 3. Change type classification into 6 classes using different
networks.
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For change type classification we keep training configurations for all the networks exactly same as binary change
detection task. The mask now has 7 labels – 6 change types
and 1 for no change. Binary change detection task is now a
multi-class classification task.
We report mean intersection over union (mIoU), separated Kappa (SeK), precision, F1-Score and overall accuracy (OA). Separated Kappa alleviates the influence of label imbalance. OA, mIoU, and SeK are defined in [31].
We compute all metrics on 6 change type classes and ignore the no change class. This makes sure that we compare
only change type classes as change pixels are very few compared to no change pixels. Other important factor is that binary change detection network is much better at detecting
no change vs change than change type networks.
Table 3 shows result for different networks on test set
for change type classification task. We observe that LSTMUNet gives best selected Kappa values (SeK) and precision
whereas MultiDate-XdXdUNet is better on mIoU, F1-Score
and overall accuracy (OA). Figure 3 shows confusion matrix of MultiDate-XdXdUNet on test set for change type
classification task. We observe that the network confuses
between Commercial and Industrial classes. However, this
issue may stem from confusion between these two classes
for during dataset annotation.

0

Construction Done

Figure 4. Confusion matrix showing results obtained by
MultiDate-XdXdUNet on test set for change status tracking.

Similar to change type classification we keep all training configuration same as in binary change detection task.
Since change status classification is a multi-date task, we
only train multi-date networks. The decoder part of all three
networks are modified to give output for each date. Change
status mask for five date is used for training. Mask has 10
labels, 9 change status and 1 for no change. Same metrics
as change type classification are reported.
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Figure 5. Change type, status and neighborhood urban and geography type classification on a region from one of the city in test set.

Table 4 reports metrics from three networks on test set.
We observe that MultiDate-XdXdUNet performs best. We
plot confusion matrix for this network as shown in figure 4. We observe two separate groups of classes where
network gets confused, first is group of Prior Construction, Construction Midway, Construction Done, and Operational, and second is Land Cleared, Excavation, and Materials Dumped.

4.4. Neighborhood Classification
Identifying urban and geographic features around the
change polygon is a multi-label image classification problem. We train two ResNet-50 for urban classification and
geographic classification tasks. Pretrained weights on ImageNet are used during training. Binary cross entropy is used
as a loss for multi-label task. We resize 512 × 512 input images to 224×224. Standard hyper-parameters for ResNet50
transfer learning are used. Table 5 reports results for these
two tasks. Figure 5 shows visual result for all four tasks on
a 1024 × 1024 random crop from one of the test sample.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents QFabric, an open source change detection dataset, comprising of 450,000 change polygons annotated across 504 locations in 100 different cities covering a wide range of geographies and urban fabrics. Change

Metric
Exact Match Ratio
Accuracy
Hamming Loss
Precision
Recall
F1-Score

Urban Type

Geography Type

53.09
70.69
9.97
90.05
71.00
76.87

47.18
68.55
6.08
93.94
68.74
76.30

Table 5. Different metrics on test set prediction for urban type and
geography type multi-label classification using ResNet50.

polygons in QFabric are manually labeled into 6 change
type and 9 change status classes, and change polygons
neighborhood are labeled into 5 urban type and 11 geography type categories. A number of state-of-the-art deep
learning models are employed to perform four major tasks
on QFabric, namely change detection, change type classification, change status tracking and neighborhood classication, to serve as baseline for the dataset.
The intent behind creating and presenting QFabric
dataset is to encourage development of novel deep learning
models for change detection and classification, change status tracking and neighbourhood classification that improve
upon our benchmarks. In future, we will be adding more
annotated polygons to the dataset, and improve and update
labels based on feedback from research community.
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